Catering Fit-Outs AsiaWorld-Expo
Client Company: Compass Group Catering,
Hong Kong
The Challenge
To manage, coordinate and advise on the tender process and selection of
companies to design and fit-out the catering facilities at AsiaWorld-Expo - a
new state-of-the-art conference and exhibition centre opening adjacent to
Hong Kong’s International Airport on Lantau Island.
A multi-faceted project to provide hospitality, retail, snack and mobile
catering operations - requiring everything from walk-in freezers, to pots
and pans, and even menus - covering Chinese and Western style catering
- with the final project phase being the relocation of the existing production
kitchen.

The Solution
The project involved running the entire tender process for suppliers
of catering equipment, smallware and tableware - from production
of equipment listings to shortlisting suppliers and making final
recommendations. The whole procedure - as well as the subsequent costing
and order processing - was undertaken by Zazz with a full and transparent
audit trail to meet with the internal quality system requirements of Compass
Group Catering and AsiaWorld-Expo.
In addition Zazz worked with the design company, making recommendations
with regard to design, layout and naming of the different catering venues, as
well as developing Chinese and Western style menus reflecting the
multi-cultural nature of the AsiaWorld-Expo site.This included ensuring that
the different catering operations at the new site would comply with Hong
Kong’s licensing requirements.
As a final part of the project Zazz Projects produced an overall logistical
plan for the relocation of Compass Group Catering’s existing operations
on Hong Kong Island to the new Lantau Island site.

Testimonial
‘‘Zazz’s involvement was no doubt a key element to our successful
mobilisation. Their attention to detail and holistic approach to project
management saw them working not only in their primary areas of
responsibility, but working with our management team to uncover areas
that needed more attention or had not been addressed in our own
mobilisation plans.
‘‘We are extremely grateful for their hard work and have no hesitation in
recommending them based on our experiences.’’
Chris Young - General Manager,
Compass Catering , Hong Kong

